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Introduction 
 

 

As a fellow business owner, you are already aware that marketing is the lifeblood 
of your business. It is important to attract customers for business growth and 
retention. In today’s day and age it is even more important than generations 
before because your competition is more aggressive than it ever was. If you are 
not acquiring new business then by default you are losing business. 

 

 

Each and every day, your customers are turning to the Internet to research, find 
and get more information about local businesses. In fact, according to a Chitika 
study in 2012, 43 percent of all search engine queries have a local intent 

meaning it contains a city, state or zip code. The year before google went on to 
unofficially say that as much as 50 percent of searches have a local intent. These 
numbers have been on the rise as much as 5 percent per year. 

 

 

With approximately 30 billion local searches performed each month, with an 
expectation of that number to grow by 50% each year, the Internet has for 
many years now surpassed print Yellow Pages, magazines, directories and 
newspapers as the first source for local consumer service information. Clearly 
that trend is on the rise, while print is quickly on the way out. 

 

 

 
 

 

The popularity of smart phones, tablets, netbooks, notebooks, laptops, gaming 
devices, wi-fi hotspots and more internet enabled devices will only add to these 
numbers as much as 50 percent of all mobile searches are for local information.
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The difference of having your website appear on page 1 in the search engine 
results pages (SERPs) versus appearing on page 2 and on is the equivalent of 
doing business online versus not doing business online. It is estimated that as 
much as 96% of all click volume is distributed among the websites that are 
found on page 1. Of that total, at least 70% will go to the websites in the top 3 
positions. Therefore, if your business is not listed on page 1 of the search 
engines it is very likely that you will be found at all. 

 

 

A local search for any typical industry can return as much as 45,000 local 
searches per month. For example “new York attorney” or “new York lawyer” will 

generate approximately 30k searches per month. A 1st page placement for that 
keyword will deliver between 900 and 14,000 clicks to a website. If only 1 out of 
100 (a conservative estimate) of those visitors become a client you will acquire 
from 9-140 new customers per month. If you were to factor in referral business 
and repeat business from the new clients then you will experience some serious 
growth of your organization. 

 

 

It's for these reasons I wrote "Search Engine Optimization for Local Businesses." 
To give you, a local business owner, a clear understanding of what Search 
Engine Optimization (SEO) is, why it's something you should care about and 

what you can do to attain the coveted 1st page position. If you are looking stay 

in business, attract new clients and make more money then you absolutely must 
devote some of your attention to internet marketing and specifically search 
engine optimization. It is the difference between growing your business and 
going out of business. 

 

 

To your success, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Founder & CEO 
917marketing.com
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What Is Search Engine Optimization? 
 
 

 
 

 

Search Engine Optimization (aka SEO or Search Engine Marketing) is the process 
of getting one's website ranked high in the search engines (with a primary 
emphasis on Google). 

 

 

As nearly all search engines sell "Sponsored Ad Space," it is important to note 
that SEO is designed to help improve your "organic rankings" (aka the placement 
you get for free). 

 

 

In the above example, a search using Google.com for the keyword phrase, "DUI 
attorney NYC" returns 751,000 websites. The areas marked by the letter, "A," 
are "Sponsored Links" are therefore not affected by Search Engine Optimization. 
They are what are referred to as "Pay-per-click" ads (aka PPC). 

 

 

The area denoted by the letter, "B," is the start of the "organic search engine 
listings" and this area IS controlled by search engine optimization techniques.
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While there is nothing wrong with buying Pay-per-click ads, and it is something I 
recommend you consider, it is very important that your website and web pages 
rank well in the organic search engine listings as this can bring you lots of 
qualified website traffic completely free of charge. 

 

 

It is found that searchers prefer doing business with companies listed in the 
organic search as the perception is that businesses listed in non sponsored 
sections have more authority as they don’t have to pay to be seen. Plus it’s 
perceived they are more affordable as they are not heavily advertised. 

 

 

To give you an idea of the costs associated with PPC advertising, the businesses 

you see listed are paying Google a pre-defined amount for every "click" (i.e. 
visitor) they receive. Many highly traffic keywords cost as much as $50.00 per 
click. A local search could cost a website owner as much as $50,000.00 per day. 
For this reason we strive to achieve a top listing in the organic area to maximize 
our return on investment. 

 

 

There are two main areas of focus in search engine optimization. The first is 
referred to as "on-page” techniques and the second, "off-page" techniques. Both 
on and off page factors are required to effect the best placement in the SERPs. 

 

 

In the next section, I will discuss the basics of "on-page" search engine 
optimization.
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On-page SEO Tactics 
 

 

 
 

 

On-page SEO is primarily technical in nature and needs to be applied to every 
page of your website. The engines do not rank websites, they rank web pages. 
So our ultimate goal is to have multiple web pages ranking highly. We can do 
this by dedicating one page of our website to each service or product we are 
offering allowing us to grab a bigger share of searches in our particular niche. 

 

 

I am going to get into great detail as to what is specifically done to each page 
but I am going to give you a good overall understanding of the objectives and 
how to achieve them. 

 

 

On-page SEO should accomplish 3 major objectives: 
 

 

  Your website's code (illustrated by the code from Walmart.com above) 

should be well-coded. By this, I mean that it should be in the format that 
is easily read and understood by search engines. 

 

 

  Each page of your website should be built around "intelligent keyword 

phrases" and “buying keywords” that are likely to draw targeted visitors to 
your page/site.
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  Your site's design should be attractive and your content found useful to 
visitors so as to encourage them to stay as long as possible on your site. 

 

 

One on-page SEO tactic that is becoming more important in 2014 and on is 
called "Visitor Experience Optimization" (VEO) or “User Experience Optimization” 
(UXO). Google (and other search engines) have the ability to track how long the 
average visitor stays on your website and will give a boost to the sites that have 
a longer than average "time on site" 

 

 

This makes sense, right? After all the ultimate goal of all the search engines is 

“user experience”. They want the user to find what they are looking for easily, 
and deliver quality, usable content to its visitors. 

 

 

If the majority of your website visitors hit the "BACK" button after landing on 
your site for only a few seconds, it is assumed that they either didn't like what 
they saw or they didn't find something relevant to what they were searching for. 
A clear indication that you should not be qualified to rank well for the given 
search phrase. 

 

 

However, if your visitors stay on your site for 1 minute (or more), the search 
engines will give you a boost in the rankings as your visitors have "voted" with 
real time information. They obviously liked your site long enough to hang around 
and therefore, your site is believed to contain "valuable" content that delivers a 
good user experience for that search term. 

 

 

This is one of the reasons that it's wise to consider adding "involvement devices" 
and “engagement tools” and various forms of user involvement content to your 
website. This could include getting your visitor to sign-up for your company 
newsletter (to receive a coupon, an ebook or other free gift), adding video, 
audio, maps, comment form, rating and review system and other interaction 
tools and engagement devices in order to increase the time on page and reduce 
the “bounce rate” of your website. 

 

 

All the options listed above help your visitors connect with you in a more personal 
way than only having the ability to read your website's content. It’s not the size 
of your visit count but how well you engage your visitors. This can surely help 
bring you more business in addition to helping your site rank better in the search 
engines.
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Keyword Selection 
 

 

Keyword selection is the most important part of SEO and internet marketing in 
general. The overzealous local business person might immediately think to target 
keywords such as attorney or lawyer. A search for “lawyer” has no buyer intent 
but has more information intent. Not only do keywords on this scale require 
huge sums of money to reach number 1, research has found that these 
keywords return less targeted searchers resulting in lower conversion rates. 

 

 

The internet search today is savvy and more educated in using the internet to 
find things. They know exactly what they want so we must target them 
specifically addressing what they’re looking for. This keeps our costs low, and 
our conversion high. 

 

 

A typical buyer goes through several phases in internet searches. At first he 
might search for a lawyer, this is the “gathering info” stage. He will read articles 
and information which will help him narrow down his search. Later once he is 
more familiar with the business and his needs he will find an exact match that 
perfect for him. 

 

 

He will learn through searching several websites that for his situation he needs a 
“DUI attorney in NYC”. This is a much more targeted search with buying intent. 
This is a keyword phrase we might target if we were a DUI attorney in NYC. We 
can add in some qualifying keywords to give us a bigger share of our market 
with words like “best” and “top”, because people want the best and top when 
they choose to do business with you. 

 

 

Our goal with keyword selection is to find as many of these highly targeted 
keyword phrases as possible that apply to your business. Compile a list of all the 
services you offer, grouping similar phrases together ie. DUI, DWI, Drunk driving 
etc and creating 1 page for each group of keywords/phrases for each service you 
offer. 

 

 

A local attorney could easily compile a list of 30 services offered to create a 
website stocked full of 30 pages of unique helpful content to scoop up the 
maximum amount of traffic to his website. Using the following strategies in 
combination with keyword selection and you are on your way to a top position.
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Important On-Page Factors 
 

 

URL 
 

 

In the past sites were with a domain name such as your-keyword-phrase.com 
given a huge advantage in rankings, but that has changed. As of 2014, a more 
branded approach to a domain names are doing better. For example, 

johnandjohnfirm.com/dui-attorney (johnandjohnlaw.com is the domain name, 
dui-attorney is the page name) will get a boost over former style domain name. 
The domain name should be a branded name ideally with a partial keyword 
(law), the page name should be the keyword you are targeting. You should 
create and name pages for each of the keywords you’re targeting and for each of 
the services you are offering. 

 

 

Title Tag 
 

 

This item was always important and it still is. A good title tag should be about 65 
characters. Your keyword should appear far left with secondary and qualifying 
keywords following it eg 

 

 

New York DUI Attorney. NYC DWI law Firm. Drunk Driver Lawyer NY. 
 

 

Description Tag 
 

 

This area requires just as much attention as the title tag. What we want to do 
here is expand on what we have in the title, but this time use different synonyms 
of the keywords we have in the title and add in some unique selling propositions 
to make us appeal more to our searchers and stand out from out competitors for 
example Open 24 hours, free consultation, free wills, Low price, 100 years 
experience, ranked top by law magazine etc. Also we want our keywords as far 
left as possible. Here we have up to 160 characters to use in the description eg. 

 

 

NYC DUI Lawyer needed? Our Attorneys specialize in drunk driver 
arrests in New York. 95% success rate. Free consultation. Affordable 
rates and payment plans available. Ranked #1 DUI Law Firm in NYC.
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H1, H2 (headline) Tags 
 

 

These refer to the headline and sub headline of your content. The headlines 
should sound natural and organically flow within the content of your article and 
information eg. 

 

 

A DUI Attorney In NYC That You Can Rely On 
With more than 20 years experience blah blah blah…. 

 

 

Over 20 Years Experience as a DUI Attorney 

Each year we handle more than 2000 cases of drunk driving arrests.. 
 

 

Content 
 

 

The content should be relevant to the keywords and keyword phrases you are 
targeting and ideally contain between 500-2000 words of information and include 
pictures, video, audio, downloads and more content to engage the visitor. Your 
keyword, its variations, some synonyms and qualifiers (best, top, affordable, NYC 
etc) should appear somewhere in the content of the article. A good rule of 

thumb is 1 variation for every 100 words. What’s most important is that is fits 
organically. Your content should be written for the user and not for the search 
engine and this way the keywords will appear naturally. 

 

 

A well optimized website that has all the on-page factors in place will often be 
enough to rank a website very highly with very little off page work required. It is 
certain however that without the proper on page elements a website will have a 
hard time to rank at all. The search engines reward websites that pay attention 
to their rules and apply good on page optimization to the sites in their index. 
Master the on page stuff and you are very close to attaining that top position.
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Off-page SEO Tactics 
 

 

 
 

 

There are a number of "off-page” SEO tactics but the most important one is how 
many links your site has "pointing to it" from other websites/pages across the 
internet. 

 

 

For an idea of how many links the engines have found for your site… 
 

 

1. Go to either or all of these sites for a look: 
 

 

https://majestic.com/ 
 

 

http://moz.com/researchtools/ose 
 

 

https://ahrefs.com/ 
 

 

2. Enter your website in the search box and click the button to conduct your 
search. 

3. This will take you to the "Site Explorer". Once on this page, look for links, 
backlinks, incoming links or similar wording, so they sites will only show 
you the links it found from the other sites that are linking to you. The most 

powerful (high PR) sites will be listed first.

https://majestic.com/
http://moz.com/researchtools/ose
https://ahrefs.com/
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TIP: you can enter a high ranking competitor website here to give 
you some ideas of linking opportunities that might be available  

for your website.  

 

In the past the rule was - the more links your site has, the better. While that is 
still true, the rules have changed a bit. Now it is more about the power and 
relevancy of the links pointing to your site. 

 

 

Power is measure by a google factor called PR or page rank. Page rank is their 
patented ranking system of rating websites based on their authority, popularity 
and trust and are scored on a scale of 1-10, 10 being the highest (google is PR10 

and very few other sites are PR10). Websites such as Huffington Post, NY Times, 
Techcrunch, Bleacher Report, Wall Street Journal, Law.com, Business Insider etc. 
etc. have very high page rank (8-9) and a link from any of them would be very 
powerful to have. A link from many of them would be killer. 

 

 

Relevancy is determined by the referring websites relevance to your site. So a 
high regarded legal website which would be very relevant to yours (if you are an 
attorney) such as law.com (PR7) pointing a link to your legal website would be 
epic. A link from a site such as that can easily put you very close to the top of 
the search engines. 

 

 

Links to your site is very important in ranking because each link can be thought 

of as a "vote" for your site. The search engines determine through their patented 
algorithm that if other powerful, trustworthy, high PR, relevant websites like your 
site well enough to link to it, then it probably contains valuable information that 
will provide a good user experience. A link by other webmasters says that your 
website is one of value and trust and can help searchers find what they are 
looking for. The goal is to get as many high powered (high PR) relevant 
links to your site. 

 

 

This is why we use Press Releases, PDF sharing, Video Distribution, Commenting, 
Blog Posting, Guest Posting, Article Marketing, Web 2.0 Strategies and most 

importantly Link Building to high PR relevant sites so that your website is seen as 
a good user experience and one of value and trust. We are experts at 
building links from relevant high PR sites.
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Traffic Generation Strategies 
 
 

Our strategies help local businesses not only achieve a #1 ranking but often 

we’re able to  completely dominate the entire first page of the SERPs to 

occupy positions #1-10. As you can imagine this is quite an accomplishment. 

With 95% of all traffic going to the 1st page we can easily see 35,000 unique 

visits per day. Just imagine if only 1 of 100 of those clicks become clients 

– that would be 350 new clients per day. Read that again! If you are 

looking to grow your business then you absolutely must work on getting your 

website on page 1. 
 

 

Even the most attractive of websites is useless without visitors. Our strategy is to 

utilize each and every traffic generation strategy there is available on the 

internet. Not only will we help you dominate the search engine results bringing 

you floods of very targeted traffic that is meaningful to your business, we are 

also able to utilize other strategies to drive targeted traffic to you as well 
 

 

Some of these strategies include… 
 
 

   Search Engine Optimization (both on-page and off) 
 
 

   Pay Per Click 
 

 

   Bulk Email 
 

 

   Article Marketing 
 
 

   Press Releases 
 
 

   Blogging/RSS Feed Syndication 
 
 

   Social Bookmarking 
 
 

   Utilizing "Web 2.0" properties (like Twitter.com, Facebook.com, etc.)
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   Video Marketing (like YouTube.com, Viddler.com, etc.) 
 
 

   Online Classifieds (like Craigslist.org, Kijiji.com, etc.) 
 
 

   And a whole lot more! 
 
 

Whether your websites function is to make direct sales, schedule appointments, 

encourage people to call your office, build leads, build an email list or encourage 

visitors to stop by your store or office, we can develop an effective traffic 

generation strategy to meet your objectives very quickly. 
 

 

In today’s day and age marketing is the lifeblood of any business, more so than in 

years prior. That’s because more and more of your competitors are reaching out 

and marketing aggressively in an effort to grab more and more share of the 

market and they are doing it effectively. With natural customer attrition you will 

realize a smaller and smaller client base over time. So if you are not marketing to 

grow and acquire new customers, then by default you are losing business and 

will soon be out of business. The internet is where your clients are looking. They 

are searching for you online. Can you be found? Will you be found? That is up to 

you. 
 

 

The bottom line is this – to acquire customers online,  when they’r e  

searching – show up! Show up on the first page of the search engines to grab 

your share of those clients. The market is huge and there is plenty of room for 

you and plenty of keyword to target. If you are not on the 1st page driving 

customers to your business then you are driving yourself out-of-business.
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Where Do You Go From Here? 
 

You could easily apply the techniques you learned in this book to achieve a 1st 

page ranking. These are the exact steps I take to rank for hundreds of keywords 
each and every day. However, be advised this does come with a learning curve. 
You will need to put aside some time for you to learn where and how to use that 
I teach in this book. The challenge however is this – time is not on your side. 
The longer it takes you to get a first page ranking the more your competitors are 
swallowing up the market. 

 

 

If you don’t want to waste any more time in learning and applying what you read 

here you can short cut it. You can short cut a first page position by hiring us to 
do the grunt work for you. We have the tools, the connections, and the network 
in place to get you a top ranking fast. We offer a complete done for you, hands 
off service that gets you to page 1 quickly, easily, safely and stress free so that 
you can focus on serving your customers and handing all the new business you 
will be getting by hiring us. Don’t waste any more time. Get on page 1 today. 

 

 

If you're ready to build a solid online presence and attract new business, we'd 
love to discuss your individual needs. We specialize in not only getting you to a 
number 1 position but to dominate a search completely giving you maximum 
exposure and allowing you to claim the lion’s share of the business. 

 

 

To get started visit our website at  http://917marketing.com and complete our 
online form to request an appointment. Please allow up to 24 hours to reply to 
your request. 

 

 

We'll set an appointment at a time that's convenient for you (typically 30 minutes 
in length) to go over our proven "Online Marketing Blueprint." This blueprint is 
complimentary and is very in-depth. It has been proven to help our client's get a 
positive return on their investment in as little as 21 days.
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